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Online movie reviews have become an essential reference indicator when people choose
to watch movies. How to use movie reviews data to mine the audience's viewing
experience and provide quantifiable reference and recommendation for other users is the
problem that this paper tries to solve. This paper learns the representation of different
features through the LSTM neural network model, including word-based representation,
part-of-speech representation, and representation based on dependency. Then it
determines and captures valid text features by fusing different feature representations to
complete sentiment analysis for movie reviews. We apply this method to carry out
training experiments on the IMDB dataset and compare the results with the traditional
Naïve Bayes machine learning method. At the end of the research, we will use a more
accurate model to develop a web to help users to estimate and choose movies that they
may love. At the same time, It also could help companies and movie websites to
understand the needs of the audience better and make more reasonable decisions for
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In recent years, with the rapid development of computers and the maturity of
information technology, the Internet has gradually occupied an indispensable position in
people's life, study, and work. According to statistics (Global Regional Internet Penetration
Rate 2019 | Statista. (2019)), the global Internet average penetration rate up to 57% in
January 2019, an increase from 35 percent in 2013. It means that there are currently 4.4
billion Internet users who use the Internet for entertainment, work, or study in the world.
At the same time, it is slowly changing the various aspects of people's lives as the
Internet is accessible. The most obvious change is the way of entertainment and leisure.
After the network research and a large number of literature reviews, the sentiment
analysis of online movie reviews has an inestimable market prospect.
The rapid development of Internet technology has made social networks gradually
penetrate various fields of people's social life, and various social forums and websites
have become popular. People also prefer to express their opinions on current affairs,
entertainment, sports, and other events on the Internet platform. Therefore, the movie
review websites represented by Rotten Tomatoes and IMDB have accumulated a large
amount of user comment text data. These information data are more authentic than
some companies' promotional information or advertisements, and are more
representative of the user's subjective experience, and are more readily accepted by the
public. By mining and analyzing the user's comment text data, we can get the user's
emotional tendency, and further provide a more reliable reference for other users. At the
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same time, the analysis results can help movie websites or production companies to
understand better the needs of users and the prospects of certain types of movies. It also
could assist them in making more reasonable decisions on the distribution of film
production to ensure the maximum value of the enterprise.
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2. Literature Review
As early as 1997, a personal monograph (Picard, R. (1997)) published by Professor Picard
of the Media Lab of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology proposed a concept -
Affecting Computing and defined as "Affecting Computing is computing that relates to,
arises from, or deliberately influences emotions and or other affective phenomena.".
Human emotions can embody in the form of words, sounds, and images. The primary
purpose of emotional computing is to make computers have a higher level of intelligence
by giving computers the ability to recognize, understand, and express human emotions.
Nowadays, emotion computing is an emerging research direction, which involves the
sentiment calculation of speech, sentiment calculation of images, and sentiment
calculation of texts. More and more experts and scholars in the course of the speech,
image, and natural language understanding have carried out extensive research on them.
Specific to the field of natural language processing, text sentiment analysis methods
roughly divide into two categories: based on sentiment lexicon and related information
analysis and based on machine learning method analysis. In this paper, we should
mainly analyze movie reviews through machine learning methods.
Theme 1: Analysis Based on Traditional Machine Learning Methods
The method of emotion classification, initially proposed by Pang, B., Lee, L., &
Vaithyanathan, S. (2002), is mainly applied to online reviews. They extracted features
according to different methods such as Unigram, Bigram, POS, Position, etc. Then they
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compared and analyzed the experimental results of Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Expectation-Maximization Algorithm (EM), and Naïve Bayes (NB) three machine
learning methods. And finally, they found the extraction method of SVM combined with
Unigram features is the best on the IMDBmovie review dataset, and the correct rate
reached 82.7%. In their experiment, SVM was an appropriate tool because it was
resistant to blog noise. It can handle large feature sets consisting of a bag of unigram and
bigram words feature sets, and it was traditionally good at similar tasks like topic-based
classification.
Whitelaw, C., Garg, N., & Argamon, S. (2005) extracted adjective phrases in movie
reviews and combined standard lexicon feature representations. They used vector space
models to represent text and support vector machine methods for classification and
finally distinguished positive and negative comments Information. The accuracy rate of
their approach increased to 90.2%. Boiy, E., & Moens, M. (2008) experimented with
Dutch, French, and English in a machine learning method. The results showed that the
accuracy rates of the emotional classification of three languages were respectively 70%
and 68%, 83%. So we can know that machine learning methods have certain advantages
in foreign language sentiment analysis.
Turney, P. (2001) proposed a method based on pointwise mutual information value to
analyze the emotional polarity of a specific phrase and further estimated the
psychological orientation of the whole comment. The process firstly divided the text into
words, labeled their parts of speech, and extracted the adjective or adverb phrase. Then
they used the mutual information between the two words "excellent" & "poor" and the
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unknown word in the search page to calculate the emotional polarity of the unknown
word. Finally, they could use the result to calculate the emotional polarity of the entire
text.
All of the above are based on traditional machine learning methods. Through a
comprehensive study and reference to the conventional machine learning methods of
literature, we will use the Naïve Bayes machine learning method to complete the movie
review sentiment analysis in this paper.
Theme 2: Analysis Based on Deep Learning Methods
In recent years, with the rapid development of deep learning and neural networks, Teng,
Z., Vo, D., & Zhang, Y. (2016) established a neural network model based on contextual
sentiment lexicon to conduct the emotion classification. The results showed that the
model could further improve the accuracy rate of the classification. Qian Q., Huang, M.,
Lei, J., & Zhu, X. (2016) proposed a simple model of sentence-level annotation training,
which could capture the language characters in the emotional expression of the
emotional vocabulary, the negative vocabulary and the intensity vocabulary. Finally, they
have achieved excellent results in emotional classification.
Recently, with the rapid development of new media such as Twitter and Facebook, more
and more people started sentiment analysis for short texts like Twitter comments. Cliche,
M. (2017) produced a state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment classifier using Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) and Long Short TermMemory (LSTM) networks. His system
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leveraged a large amount of unlabeled data to pre-train word embeddings. And then, he
used a subset of the unlabeled data to fine-tune the embeddings using distant
supervision.
Pong-inwong, C., & Songpan, W. (2018) proposed a new sentiment analysis method -
Sentiment Phrase Pattern Matching (SPPM). Compared with other algorithms, the
accuracy, recall rate, and F1 value of SPPM were greatly improved, and this method also
could develop the teaching strategy according to the students' opinions. Shen, C., & J, J.
(2018) proposed a text sentiment classification algorithm based on extended features
and dynamic merging of two-channel convolutional neural networks. This algorithm had
a better classification effect than the traditional single-channel convolutional neural
networks.
Through a comprehensive study and reference to the deep learning methods of literature,
we will use Long Short TermMemory (LSTM) networks to complete the movie review
sentiment analysis in this paper.
Theme 3: Relevant Applications of Text Sentiment Analysis
Developed by Dave, K., Lawrence, S., & Pennock, D. (2003), Revier Seer was the first
sentiment analysis system that automatically analyzed the ambiguity of given product-
related reviews. The Pulse system developed by Gamon, M., Aue, A., Corston-Oliver, S.,
& Ringger, E. (2005) could automatically mine the emotional sentiment and strength of
uploaded car evaluation texts. The Opinion Finder system developed by T. Wilson, P.
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Hoffmann. (2005) automatically recognized subjective statements and subjective-related
information in comments.
Jeonghee Yi, & Niblack, W. (2005) developed the opinion mining tool in the Web
Fountain system. TheWeb Fountain system is a research and development platform
based on multi-type data and open domain opinion mining. The Opinion Observer
system developed by Liu, B., Hu, M., & Cheng, J. (2005) could count emotional
tendencies of characteristics of products from a large number of evaluations published
by product users in online forums, and then visually compare the quality of the main
features of the product. Bosco, C., Patti, V., & Bolioli, A. (2013) researched the sentiment
software developed by Corpora, UK, which analyzed the articles published in newspapers
to determine the attitude of authors for the policy of a specific political party.
Through a comprehensive study and reference to development methods of these
software applications, we will also try to develop the model of movie review sentiment
analysis into a corresponding web, which could be convenient and helpful for users to
estimate and choose movies that they may love.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Data Collection and Preparation
The dataset used we is the IMDBmovie reviews dataset provided by the Bag of Words
Meets Bags of Popcorn program of the Kaggle website. The data set consists of 50,000
IMDBmovie reviews, specially selected for sentiment analysis. The sentiment of reviews
is binary, meaning the IMDB rating < 5 results in a sentiment score of 0, and rating >=7
has a sentiment score of 1. No individual movie has more than 30 reviews. The 25,000
labeled review training set does not include any of the same films as the 25,000 review
test set. The training set and the test set share two possible features for analysis, and the
only difference between these two sets is that there is one more label in the training set
indicating the sentiment score of the review but not in the test set.
The specific descriptions of data set files are listed in detail below:
● labeledTrainData - The labeled training set. The file is tab-delimited and has a
header row followed by 25,000 rows containing an id, sentiment, and text for
each review.
● testData - The test set. The tab-delimited file has a header row followed by
25,000 rows containing an identifier and content for each review. Your task is to
predict the sentiment for each one.




id Unique ID of each review
sentiment The sentiment score of the review; 1 for
positive reviews and 0 for negative
reviews
review Text of the review
The labeledTrainData and the testData datasets were already quite well-organized, but
we still need to preprocess datasets, including removing labels, symbols, and stop words.
We will introduce this part in detail in the Model section. We need to build and train our
models with the labeledTrainData dataset firstly, and then test models with the testData
dataset and calculate a few evaluation indicators of models.
3.2 Traditional Machine Learning Method - Naïve Bayes
3.2.1 Bayes’ Theorem
Bayesian classification is a general term for a class of classification algorithms. These
algorithms are based on Bayes’ theorem and are collectively referred to as Bayesian
classification. Naïve Bayes classification used in this paper is also one of them.
First, for the classification problem, from a mathematical perspective, it can be defined
as follows:
Given the set: },...,y,{y 21 nyC  and },...,x,{x 21 mxI  , determine the mapping rules
)(xfy  , so that any Ixi  has only one Cy j  to make )( ij xfy  true.
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Where C is called the categories set, and each element is a category. Where I is called the
items set and each element is an item to be classified, and f is called a classifier. In the
classification algorithm, our task is to construct a classifier f, that is, to build a model.
However, we often use empirical methods to construct mapping rules in classification
problems. Because we usually lack enough information to develop 100% correct mapping
rules, and we could only achieve correct classification in a certain probability by learning
from empirical data. Therefore, the trained classifier may not be able to map all Element
accurately, and the quality of the classifier is related to many factors such as the
construction method of the classifier, the characteristics of the data to be classified, and
the number of training samples.
Then we need to understand the conditional probability, that is, given a conditional
probability, how to obtain the probability after the exchange of two events, that is, how to
find P (B | A) when P (A | B) is known. P (A | B) is a conditional probability: the
likelihood of event A occurring given that B is true. The conditional probability is stated
mathematically as the following equation (Equation 3.1), and we also can derive the









3.2.2 Naïve Bayes Classification
Naïve Bayes is a straightforward and practical classification algorithm in Bayesian
classification. Its ideological basis can be summarized as follows: For a given item to be
classified, calculate the probability of the item appearing in each category, whichever is
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the largest, consider that the item to be classified belongs to which category. The formal
definition of the Naïve Bayes classification is as follows:
1. Suppose },...,a,{ax 21 ma is an item to be classified, and each a is a feature attribute
of x.
2. There is a category set },...,y,{y 21 nyC  .
3. Calculate )|(),...,|(),|( 21 xyPxyPxyP n .
4. If )}|(),...,|(),|(max{)|( 21k xyPxyPxyPxyP n , then kyx .
So we can know that the key to the problem is how to calculate the conditional
probabilities in the third step. We can try to do this:
1. Find a set of items to be classified with known classification, and this set is called the
training sample set.
2. Calculate the conditional probability of each feature attribute of the items in each
category that is:
)|a(),...,|a(),|a();...;|a(),...,|a(),|a();|a(),...,|a(),|a( 212222111211 nmnnmm yPyPyPyPyPyPyPyPyP
3. If each feature attribute is conditionally independent, we can derive as follows,




yPyxPxyP iii  .
Because the denominator is constant for all categories, we only need to maximize the










Based on the above analysis, the process of Naïve Bayes classification can be represented
by the following figure:
So we can divide the entire Naïve Bayes classification into three phases:
● Preparation Phase. The task of this phase is to make the necessary
preparations for the Naïve Bayes classification. The main task is to determine the
feature attributes according to the specific situation, to rightly divide each feature
attribute, and then to classify some items to form a training sample set. The input
at this phase is all the data to be classified, and the output is the feature attributes
and training sample sets. The quality at this phase will have a significant impact
on the entire process because the quality of the classifier is primarily determined
by the feature attributes, the feature attribute division, and the quality of the
training sample set.
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● Classifier Training Phase. The task of this phase is to generate a classifier.
The main task is to calculate the frequency of occurrence of each category in the
training sample set and the conditional probability of each feature attribute for
each group. Its input is feature attributes and the training sample set, and its
output is a classifier.
● Application Phase. The task of this phase is to use the classifier to classify the
items to be classified. The input is the classifier and the item to be classified, and
the output is the mapping relationship between the item to be classified and the
category.
3.2.3 Naïve Bayes Classification Application
In this paper, we need to build a Naïve Bayes classification classifier to classify text for
further sentiment analysis. How will we apply the Naïve Bayes classification during the
movie reviews analysis? Here is an example to introduce.
From the above introduction of Naïve Bayes classification, we can know that we only
need to maximize the molecules of Naïve Bayes' theorem to get the emotional bias of the
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We can choose the probability of the word appearing in all documents as the feature
attribute. However, sometimes some words may never appear in all documents.
Therefore, we usually need to make some small modifications such as Laplace smoothing,









































For the test set S = "predictable with no fun", the probabilities in positive and negative









Because the probability of negative is higher than the probability of positive, the
sentiment of the test set is predicted to be negative through the Naïve Bayes
classification model.
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3.3 Deep Learning Method - LSTM Neural Network
3.3.1 Recurrent Neural Network - RNN
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a neural network for processing sequence data.
Compared with the general neural network, it can process the data of sequence change.
For example, the meaning of a word will be different because of the different content
above, and RNN can solve this type of problem well.
In the Artificial Neural Network, the information is from the input layer to the hidden
layer to the output layer output. The layers are fully connected, and the nodes between
each layer are disconnected. But this ordinary neural network is powerless for many
problems. For example, when you want to predict the next word of a sentence, you
generally need to use the previous word, because the preceding and following words in a
sentence are not independent. In RNN, the current output of a sequence is related to the
previous output. The specific performance is that the network will remember the
previous information and apply it to the calculation of the current output; that is, the
nodes between the hidden layers are connected. And then the input of the hidden layer
includes not only the output of the input layer but also the output of the hidden layer at
the last time. In theory, RNN can process the sequence data of any length. However, it is
often assumed that the current state is only related to the previous states in practice so
that it could reduce complexity. The following figure is a typical RNN:
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3.3.2 Long Short Term Memory Network - LSTM
The Long Short TermMemory network is a special RNN that can learn long-term
dependent information. LSTM was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (Hochreiter,
S., & Schmidhuber, J. (1997)), and was recently improved and promoted by Alex Graves.
LSTM has achieved considerable success on a large variety of problems and has been
widely used.
All recurrent neural networks have the form of a chain of repeating modules of a neural
network. In a standard RNN, this repeated module has only a straightforward structure,
such as a tanh layer (Figure 3.1). LSTM also has such a structure, but its repeated
modules have a different structure. Instead of having a single neural network layer, there
are four (Figure 3.2), interacting in a very special way.
The LSTM does have the ability to remove or add information to the cell state, carefully
regulated by structures called gates. Gates are a way to let information through
optionally. They contain a sigmoid neural network layer and a pointwise multiplication
operation (Figure 3.3). The Sigmoid layer outputs a value between 0 and 1, describing
how much of each component should be let through. 0 means “let nothing through”, 1
means “let everything through”. LSTM has three gates to protect and control the cell
state.
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3.3.3 The Core Idea Behind LSTM
The first step in LSTM is to decide what information we need to discard. This decision is
made through a "forget gate layer". The gate will input 1th and tx and output a value
between 0 and 1 for each number in the cell state 1t-C (Figure 3.4). 1 means "completely
keep this", 0 means "completely get rid of this".
The second step is to determine the new information that needs to be stored in the cell
state. There are two parts here. Firstly, a sigmoid layer called the “input gate layer”
decides the value we need to update. Then, a tanh layer creates a new candidate value
vector tC
~
, which will be added to the cell state (Figure 3.5). Secondly, we combine two
parts to update the cell state 1t-C to tC . We multiply the old state 1t-C by tf , forgetting
the things we decided to forget earlier. Then we add tt Ci
~
 to get new candidate values,
scaled by how much we decided to update each state value (Figure 3.6).
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In the final step, we need to determine the output information. This output will be based
on our cell state, but it is also a filtered version. Firstly, we run a sigmoid layer to
determine the output part of the cell state. Then, we process the cell state through tanh
(to push the values to be between −1 and 1) and multiply it with the output of the sigmoid
gate, so that we will only output the part we determined to output (Figure 3.7).




The section introduces two models that will be experimented in the study, Logistic
Regression, and Gradient Boosting. Both of the models are presented in detail with deep
consideration in terms of model establishment and system optimization. Their
advantages, disadvantages, and comparison are also explained at the end of this section.
4.2 Naïve Bayes Modeling
4.2.1 Data Preprocessing
Firstly, we first need to find out the data packages and libraries needed during the
experiment, download, and install them before we start to build the model. Our
experiments involve deep learning algorithms, so some existing learning libraries and
algorithms can help us to improve the coding efficiency and accuracy of experiments
significantly. In this experiment, the data packages and libraries we need are Pandas,
NumPy, sklearn, nltk and matplotlib.
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Secondly, we need to perform preliminary text processing on the data set. We need to
extract the reviews part and the scores part in the data set separately. At the same time,
for the reviews part, we should remove some unnecessary symbols and labels, keep only
the English words, and then convert them to lowercase. We could save the processed
reviews in an array format for further processing.




TF-IDF (term frequency–inverse document frequency) is a commonly used weighting
method for information retrieval and data mining. It is often used to mine keywords in
articles, and the algorithm is straightforward and efficient. TF-IDF has two meanings,
one is "Term Frequency" (abbreviated as TF), and the other is "Inverse Document
Frequency" (abbreviated as IDF).
● TF: Term Frequency, which measures how frequently a term occurs in a
document. Since every document is different in length, it is possible that a term
would appear more times in long documents than shorter ones. Thus, the term
frequency is often divided by the document length (aka. the total number of
terms in the document) as a way of normalization (Tf-idf :: A Single-Page Tutorial -
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Information Retrieval and Text Mining. (2020)):
ocumentss in the der of termTotal numb
ment in a docu t appearstimes termNumber of tTF )(
● IDF: Inverse Document Frequency, which measures how important a term is.
While computing TF, all terms are considered equally important. However, it is
known that specific terms, such as "is", "of", and "that", may appear a lot of times
but have little importance. Thus we need to weigh down the frequent terms while
scaling up the rare ones, by computing the following (Tf-idf :: A Single-Page Tutorial
- Information Retrieval and Text Mining. (2020)):
t in itwith term documents Number of 
mentser of docuTotal numbIDF(t) log
The more common a word, the larger the denominator of the formula, and the smaller
the inverse document frequency, the closer to zero. The denominator is increased by 1 to
avoid the denominator being 0 (that is, all documents don't contain this word).
When we multiply two frequency TF and IDF, we can get the TF-IDF value of one word.
The larger the TF-IDF of a word in the article, the higher the importance of the word in
this article in general. So we can rank these words in descending order by calculating the
TF-IDF of each word in the article. The first few words in the order are the keywords of
the article.
4.2.2.2 Stop Words
We also need to remove stop words. A stop word is a commonly used word (such as “the”,
“a”, “an”, “in”) that a search engine has been programmed to ignore, both when indexing
entries for searching and when retrieving them as the result of a search query (Removing
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stop words with NLTK in Python - GeeksforGeeks. (2020)). We would not want these words to
take up space in our database, or to take up the valuable processing time. NLTK (Natural
Language Toolkit) in python has a list of stop words stored in 16 different languages. We
can find them in the nltk_data directory and remove the English stop words in our code.
4.2.2.3 TF-IDF Application - TfidfVectorizer
In this experiment, we use the TF-IDF method to extract text features and use the
TfidfVectorizer tool in python to perform words segmentation on all samples. We also set
the N-gram to obtain the features, and then use these words as dimensional features for
each sample to perform vectorization, and finally train them in the model.
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We can use the TfidfVectorizer tool to remove stop words from the text, and calculate the
TF-IDF value of the words in the document to get the data_train_count matrix. From
the above code, we can see that in the first document, the TF-IDF value of the “stuff”
word is 0.0736, the TF-IDF value of the “going” word is 0.1584, and the TF-IDF value of
the “moment” word is 0.0748.
4.2.3 MultinomialNB () Function Modeling
The train_test_split is a commonly used function in the cross-validation. Its function is
to randomly compose training dataset train_data and test dataset test_data from the
processed samples. In this experiment, we randomly select train_data and test_data
according to the ratio of 0.2, that is, 20,000 data in train_data and 5000 data in
test_data.
In the scikit-learn machine learning library, there are three Naïve Bayes classification
algorithms. They are GaussianNB, MultinomialNB, and BernoulliNB. Bernoulli Naïve
Bayes assumes that all our features are binary such that they take only two values. Means
0s can represent "word does not occur in the document" and 1s as "word occurs in the
document". Multinomial Naïve Bayes is used when we have discrete data (e.g. movie
ratings ranging 1 and 5 as each rating will have a specific frequency to represent). In the
text learning, we have the count of each word to predict the class or label. Because of the
assumption of the normal distribution, Gaussian Naïve Bayes is used in cases when all
our features are continuous (1.9.Naïve Bayes— scikit-learn 0.22.2 documentation. (2020)).
These three methods are applicable to different classification scenarios. In this experiment, we
choose to use MultinomialNB. Firstly, we use the fit method to fit the classified train_data dataset
and obtain the prediction result Pred of the model for X_test dataset. We can find that the
difference between these two datasets is small by calculating and comparing the scores of the
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train_data dataset and the test_data dataset. So, we think that the model and the classifier we
established are not overfitting.
Through the predict_proba method, the model will predict the results of the test_data
dataset and calculate the prediction probability of the corresponding results. That is, in
the first review, the model estimates that its probability of negative is 0.49, and the
probability of positive is 0.51. At the same time, we can conclude that the accuracy of the
model is 0.8498 through the accuracy_score method.
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4.2.4 Cross-Validation
Cross-validation is any of various similar model validation techniques for assessing how
the results of a statistical analysis will generalize to an independent data set. It is mainly
used in settings where the goal is prediction, and one wants to estimate how accurately a
predictive model will perform in practice. In a prediction problem, a model is usually
given a dataset of known data on which training is run (training dataset), and a dataset
of unknown data (or first seen data) against which the model is tested (called the
validation dataset or testing set). The goal of cross-validation is to test the model's ability
to predict new data that was not used in estimating it, in order to flag problems like
overfitting or selection bias and to give an insight on how the model will generalize to an
independent dataset (Cross-validation (statistics). (2020)).
In the experiment, we perform 20 cross-validations and plot the scores obtained from
each verification as a graph. From the chart, we can see that the accuracy of the model is
distributed between 0.83 and 0.855 after removing individual extreme points, which is
relatively stable. We could conclude that the accuracy of the model is 0.8424 by
calculating the average of 20 verifications. The difference between the accuracy rate of
0.8498 we obtained in the previous section and 0.8424 is very small. So, we can think




A confusion matrix is a situation analysis table that summarizes the prediction results of
a classification model in machine learning. It summarizes the records in a dataset in two
dimensions ("actual" and "predicted") in a matrix. Each row of the matrix represents the
instances in a predicted class, while each column represents the instances in an actual
class (or vice versa). It makes it easy to see if the system is confusing two classes (i.e.
commonly mislabeling one as another). From the graph and table below, we compare the
results predicted by the model pred with the actual test_data dataset results, and we can
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see that the model predicted that there are 2124 negatives and 424 positives of the actual







A receiver operating characteristic curve, or ROC curve, is a graphical plot that illustrates
the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied.
The ROC curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false
positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. It can also be thought of as a plot of the
power as a function of the Type I Error of the decision rule (Receiver operating
characteristic. (2020)).
The full name of the ROC curve is the "Receiver Operating Characteristic" curve, which is
derived from the radar signal analysis technology used for enemy aircraft detection in
World War II. It is a comprehensive indicator reflecting sensitivity and specificity. It
calculates a series of sensitivity and specificity by setting continuous variables to a
number of different critical values. It then draws a curve with sensitivity as the vertical
axis and (1-specificity) as the horizontal axis. The larger the area under the curve, the
higher the accuracy of the discrimination. On the ROC curve, the point closest to the
upper left of the graph is the critical value with higher sensitivity and specificity.
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From the ROC curve, we can see that the area under the curve is very high. We can also
think that the accuracy of the model is excellent by calculating the AUC area as 0.8501.
4.2.5.3 Precision, Recall, and F-matures indicators
The following conclusions can be drawn from the calculation. For the negative class, the
precision is 0.87, the recall is 0.83, and the F1 threshold is 0.85. For the positive class,
the precision is 0.83, the recall is 0.87, and the F1 threshold is 0.85. A comprehensive
comparison of the two classes shows that the precision, recall, and F1 thresholds of this
model are all 0.85.
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In summary, the various indicators and verification methods show that the accuracy of
the Naïve Bayes classification model we build is very high and stable. We will compare
and analyze the Naïve Bayes classification model and the LSTMmodel in the subsequent
sections. The complete Naïve Bayes model code is located in Appendix A.
4.3 LSTM Modeling
4.3.1 Data Preprocessing
Firstly, we first need to find out the data packages and libraries needed during the
experiment, download, and install them before we start to build the model. Our
experiments involve deep learning algorithms, so some existing learning libraries and
algorithms can help us to improve the coding efficiency and accuracy of experiments
significantly. In this experiment, the data packages and libraries we need are pandas,
NumPy, sklearn, nltk, matplotlib, Keras and TensorFlow.
Secondly, we need to perform preliminary text processing on the data set. We define a
function review_to_words to perform text processing on the reviews part of the data set,
including removing Html labels and special characters, converting to lowercase,
removing stop words, lemmatize words, and joining them, and finally obtaining the text
of the cleaned reviews.
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Finally, we need to separately extract the cleaned reviews part in the dataset as
train_text and the score part as the target, and converts a class vector (integers) to the
binary class matrix through the to_categorical function in Keras. With the help of the
nltk.tokenize.word_tokenize () method, we are able to get a tokenized copy of reviews
text and generate a FreqDist object. The keys in FreqDist are all unique words in the
reviews text, and the value is the total number of occurrences of the corresponding word.
For example, we can see that the "delegate" appears once, and the "dashes" appeared 9
times. We can get the number of unique words by calculating the length of FreqDist
object is 74064. At the same time, we can get the specific word count of each review in




This class allows to vectorize a text corpus, by turning each text into either a sequence of
integers (each integer being the index of a token in a dictionary) or into a vector where
the coefficient for each token could be binary, based on word count, based on tf-idf (Text
Preprocessing - Keras Documentation. (2020)).
We use tokenizer's fit_on_texts method to generate a token dictionary, and the total
number of words in the dictionary is 74064. We can get a dictionary of words and its
corresponding occurrences through the tokenizer.word_counts attribute. For example,
the "stuff" appears 1174 times, and the "going" appears 4101 times. The
tokenizer.texts_to_sequences method can help us to show the reviews as the id
corresponding to the word, so as to transform it into a vector. Finally, the padding
method is used to fill the reviews to the same length, so that we can vectorize the
information in the embedding layer of the model and input it into the LSTM. From the
above, we can see that the maximum number of words for a single review is 1146, so we
use the padding method to fill all reviews to the length of 1146.
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4.3.3 Keras
In the experiment, we need to use Keras API to help us build the classifier model. There
are three different layers in our classifier model.
● Embedding Layer. Keras provides an embedding layer, which is helpful for the
neural network of text data. It requires the input data to be the integer, and each
word could be represented by a unique integer. The embedding layer will be
initialized with random weights and embed all words in the training dataset.
● Long Short-TermMemory Layer. In this experiment, we can use the
keras.layers.lstm method to directly construct the LSTM layer. The
implementation principle of the specific LSTM layer has been introduced in the
previous section.
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● Core Layers. Dense layer implements the operation: output =
activation(dot(input, kernel) + bias) where activation is the element-wise
activation function passed as the activation argument, kernel is a weights matrix
created by the layer, and bias is a bias vector created by the layer (only applicable
if use_bias is True). We also apply Dropout layer to the input. Dropout layer
consists in randomly setting a fraction rate of input units to 0 at each update
during training time, which helps prevent overfitting (Core Layers - Keras
Documentation. (2020)).
In this experiment, we construct a tf.keras.Sequential model and start with the
embedding layer. The embedding layer stores a vector for each word. When it's called, it
converts the sequence of word indices into a sequence of vectors. At the same time, these
vectors are trainable. After they are trained (on enough data), words with similar
meanings usually have similar vectors.
What's more, this index lookup method is more efficient than the equivalent operation of
transferring one-hot encoding vector through the Dense layer. We also use
tf.keras.layers.Bidirectional wrapper with LSTM layer together. It can propagate the
input forward and backward through the LSTM layer and then connect the output, which
helps LSTM to learn remote dependencies.
After the model is built, we randomly select train_data and test_data according to the
ratio of 0.05 through the train_test_split method, that is, 23750 data in train_data and
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1250 data in test_data. And then we put the dataset into the model for training, the
training details as follows:
From the figure below, we can see that the model gradually improves its accuracy
through continuous training, from 0.7744 to 0.8912, and then gradually stabilizes at
about 0.88. Finally, we can get the highest accuracy of the model is 0.8912. We also show
the changes in accuracy and loss of the model during training through the following
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figure. From the left figure, we can see that for the accuracy rate, the accuracy of the
training dataset has been continuously rising, and finally stabilized at about 0.98. The
accuracy of the test dataset increases from 0.77 firstly, and then gradually stabilizes at
about 0.88. From the right figure, we can see that for the loss rate, the loss of the
training dataset gradually decreases from 0.67 and eventually stabilizes at about 0.05.
The loss of the test dataset drops from 0.5 and then gradually stabilizes at about 0.4.
4.3.4 Model Testing
We can also test the classifier model with some simple sentences. For example, we can
input some sentences with known emotions into the model such as "This movie is
excellent.", "I love this movie." and "It is boring." We can get the emotion prediction
probability of the model, compare these emotion probabilities, and then convert the
probability to the corresponding emotional result (positive or negative). From the figure
below, we can see that the classifier model predicts that the sentiments of these three
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sentences are positive, positive, and negative, respectively. It is exactly the same as the
emotional results we know, so we think that the model is relatively accurate and stable.
4.3.5 Various Indicators
Through our learning in the Naïve Bayes experiment, we can also test the following
indicators on the LSTMmodel. From the figure, we can draw that the average accuracy
of the LSTMmodel is 0.8888. The ROC curve area is 0.8886. For the negative class, the
precision is 0.89, the recall is 0.88, and the F1 threshold is 0.89. For the positive class,
the precision is 0.88, the recall is 0.90, and the F1 threshold is 0.89. A comprehensive
comparison of the two classes shows that the precision, recall, and F1 thresholds of this




In the previous two experiments, we constructed the Naïve Bayes model and the LSTM
model separately, and trained, tested, and verified them, and finally obtained a series of
indicator results. The indicator results of the two experiments are now organized into the
following table:
From the table, we can compare the Naïve Bayes model and the LSTMmodel. For the
average accuracy and validation accuracy, the accuracy of the LSTMmodel is 0.8888 and
0.8912, which are higher than the Naïve Bayes model of 0.8498 and 0.8424. For the
ROC curve, we obviously find that the AUC area of the LSTMmodel is 0.8886, which is
much larger than the Naïve Bayes model of 0.8501. In the sentiment analysis experiment
of movie reviews, precision is more important than F1-score, and recall is the least
important. It can be seen from the above figure that the precision, recall, and F1
thresholds of the Naïve Bayes model are 0.85, while the precision, recall, and F1
thresholds of the LSTMmodel are 0.89. Whether it is comparing all three indicators or
individual precision, the LSTMmodel is better than the Naïve Bayes model. In summary,
we can think that the LSTMmodel is far superior to the Naïve Bayes model in all
indicators. When we build a web later, we will import these two models, so that users can




Users can input the reviews they want to analyze through our front-end interface and
select the corresponding models. The front-end interface will make judgments on the
users' choices and transfer the contents to the corresponding model. The model will
perform sentiment analysis users' contents, and feedback the corresponding sentiment
probability to the front-end interface. So users can see the corresponding analysis results
intuitively and clearly on the interface.
6.1 Flask
Flask is a lightweight WSGI web application framework. It is designed to make getting
started quick and easy, with the ability to scale up to complex applications. It offers
suggestions but doesn't enforce any dependencies or project layout. It is up to the
developer to choose the tools and libraries they want to use. There are many extensions
provided by the community that make adding new functionality easy (Flask. (2020)).
We will write a new python file in the python environment. In this file, we mainly import
the Naïve Bayes and LSTMmodels that we have previously built into the web by calling
the flask library, connect it to the front-end file index.html and implement the web
architecture. See Appendix C for the specific code of the python file and index.html file.
6.2 Web
On the web, we can see users can enter the content they want to analyze in the box, and
select the model they want to analyze, and click the search button to get the sentiment
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analysis results and probability of the corresponding model for the content. As shown
below:
Here we can test some specific examples. We found three user reviews with a rating of 1,
5, 10 in the reviews of the movie Parasite.
Firstly, we input a 1 point review, and we can find that the sentiment analysis results
made by the Naïve Bayes and LSTMmodels are both positive, but the probabilities are
different. For the Naïve Bayes model, the positive probability of this review is 0.666, and
the negative probability is 0.334. For the LSTMmodel, the positive probability of this
review is 0.99, and the negative probability is 0.01.
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When we input a 10 point review, we can find that the sentiment analysis results made
by the Naïve Bayes and LSTMmodels are both negative. For the Naïve Bayes model, the
positive probability of this review is 0.235, and the negative probability is 0.765. For the
LSTMmodel, the positive probability of this review is 0.007, and the negative probability
is 0.993.
Finally, we input a 5 point review, and we find that the sentiment analysis results of two
models are different. For the Naïve Bayes model, this review is positive, its positive
probability is 0.61, and the negative probability is 0.39. For the LSTMmodel, this review
is negative, its positive probability is 0.275, and the negative probability is 0.725.
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Additionally, we also made some user-friendly settings and reminders for the web. For
example, when the content input by the user is empty, we will prompt the user to input
the content through a prompt box.
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7. Conclusion
The research on the sentiment analysis of online movie reviews has a significant
meaning for the types and proportions of the movie market. Through our research, we
can know that it is feasible to combine sentiment analysis of the content with machine
learning algorithms, and we can construct an algorithm model that reduces workload
and improves accuracy. Here, our main task of this paper is to complete the sentiment
analysis of online movie reviews. We have selected two currently popular emotion
classification models. By comparing and in-depth analysis of the classification results of
the two classification models, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the
two machine learning algorithms and find a model that is more suitable for the
sentiment analysis of online movie reviews. Of course, our research is not perfect
because of various reasons, and it still has room for improvement. In future research, we
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The complete Python file code:
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